
Learn From 
Oxbridge Academics  
This Summer!
For Students Aged 14-18

• Medicine
• Law
• Economics

• Mathematics
• Psychology



Medicine 

Stress and the Brain
What is stress? What is the difference between “good stress” and “bad stress”? How does the brain and the body 
communicate with each other to respond to stress? Can stress lead to mental illness? Why do we respond to stress and 
trauma so differently? How does racial discrimination get “under your skin”?  How to build resilience to stress and 
trauma? 

It has been shown that stress of our everyday life and major traumas impact the development and functioning of the 
nervous system. The link between stressful life events and traumas with mental illness is well established. This course 
will lay the biological foundation of stress and mental health in an integrative manner, taking into account new 
discoveries that emphasise mental illness as multi-system disorders. 

We will learn the foundations of neurobiology and neuropharmacology as it relates to stress, trauma and mental illness. 
Importantly, this course will introduce students to the exciting debate of whether genetic or environmental factors 
shape our mental health and contribute to mental illness. Furthermore, the course will introduce students to the 
up-to-date scientific literature and will give them an opportunity in the seminars to obtain skills to critically read and 
comment on primary scientific literature. 

The course is suitable for students who have a strong interest in the workings of the brain. Those with an interest in 
mental health and the biology of mental illness may find this material particularly stimulating. There are no 
prerequisites, and previous knowledge of neuroscience is not required though some knowledge of human biology 
would be an advantage.

Professor Sarnyai, currently Head of the Laboratory of Psychiatric Neuroscience at James Cook 
University, Australia, is a medically trained PhD neuroscientist researching on the neurobiological 
mechanisms of stress and psychiatric disorders. Professor Sarnyai was previously University Lecturer 
in the Department of Pharmacology, University of Cambridge and a Fellow of Pembroke College, 
Cambridge. He has close to a hundred publications and was awarded the Curt Richter Prize by the 
International Society of Psychoneuroendocrinology; the DuPont-Warren Award by the Department of 
Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School; and the Brain Research Foundation (formerly NARSAD) Young 
Investigator Award. 

Professor Zoltán Sarnyai MD PhD MA (Cantab)
Former Fellow of Pembroke College, University of Cambridge; 
Former University Lecturer in the Department of Pharmacology,University of Cambridge

*All Academics have research experience at University of Oxford or/ and University of Cambridge. You may view their bio/ work by clicking on their bio

https://www.admin.cam.ac.uk/reporter/2007-08/weekly/6103/16.html


Law

The UK Constitution: Separation of Powers, Rule of Law, and 
Parliamentary Sovereignty

Constitutions organise, distribute and regulate state power. They set out the structure of the state, the major state 
institutions, and the principles governing their relations with each other and with the state’s citizens. Britain is unusual 
in that it has an ‘unwritten’ constitution: unlike the great majority of countries there is no single legal document which 
sets out in one place the fundamental laws outlining how the state works. What Britain has instead is an accumulation
of various statutes, conventions, judicial decisions and treaties which collectively can be referred to as the British 
Constitution. It is thus more accurate to refer to Britain’s constitution as an ‘uncodified’ constitution, rather than an 
‘unwritten’ one.

The course will introduce students to the idea of a UK Constitution and its various features. We will discuss the core 
principles of separation of powers, rule of law and Parliamentary sovereignty, looking at examples of each. During the 
tutorials, students will have the opportunity to explore in detail a controversial case study: where Parliament attempts 
to exclude the courts from reviewing something the government has done. 

The course aim to sharpen students’ analytical skills, develop their critical thinking skills and articulacy in academic 
debate. It will also give students a chance to learn to write clearly and concisely about complex legal matters, in the 
form of essays and research papers.

Dr. Lawrence Hill-Cawthorne completed his DPhil in Public International Law at Merton College, 
University of Oxford prior to joining the University of Reading in 2013 as an Associate Professor in Law, 
teaching LLB Constitutional Law, Administrative Law, Trusts Law and International Law, and LLM 
International Humanitarian Law and International Dispute Settlement. Lawrence has extensive 
experience with university admissions, and has been serving as School Director of Recruitment and 
Admissions at the Law School, University of Reading since 2015.

Dr. Lawrence Hill-Cawthorne PhD
Completed DPhil in Public International Law at Merton College, University of Oxford

*All Academics have research experience at University of Oxford or/ and University of Cambridge. You may view their bio/ work by clicking on their bio

https://ora.ox.ac.uk/objects/uuid:50abc9c2-44fa-43f3-a7b2-bf660f8678fa


Mathematics

Estimation Problems and Mathematical Modelling
How many tennis balls will fit inside a London bus? How much ice cream is consumed per year in the US? And how 
long can you shower and still make it more environmentally friendly than taking a bath? In a world where we are 
continuously bombarded with qualitative and quantitative information and disinformation, estimation is a key 
facilitator enabling us to tackle complex situations and increase confidence in the decisions we make, whether real-life 
or hypothetical. 

This course will introduce students to the fundamentals of Fermi estimation and how it can be applied in various 
contexts to obtain approximate answers for the above questions. The application of Fermi estimation enables anyone 
with basic math and science skills to estimate virtually anything quickly using realistic assumptions and logical 
thinking, hence allowing us to judge the viability of any plans or projects before we embark on them. 
 
Extending our work on estimation, we will then cover some basic modelling concepts which allow estimates to be 
extended into the future in the form of predictions. We will also discuss the importance of assumptions and the 
limitations of such models when interpreting the results. The models investigated will cover a wide range of topics 
from the world of sport, disease modelling, and theoretical physics. 

This course aims to develop students’ mathematical thinking and knowledge in foundational areas of mathematics, 
helping them apply mathematical knowledge in real-life scenarios while communicating concepts and solutions 
accurately, precisely and effectively. 

Dr. Tom Crawford is a Mathematics tutor at St. Edmund Hall at the University of Oxford, as well as the 
person behind the award-winning Tom Rocks Maths. He obtained his degree in Mathematics at Oxford 
before completing his PhD in Applied Mathematics at the University of Cambridge. He can regularly be 
found discussing all things Maths on his YouTube channel and on the BBC, where he previously worked 
for a year as a science journalist.

Dr. Tom Crawford MMath (Oxon) PhD (Cantab) 
Current Tutor in Mathematics at St Edmund Hall, University of Oxford

*All Academics have research experience at University of Oxford or/ and University of Cambridge. You may view their bio/ work by clicking on their bio

https://www.seh.ox.ac.uk/people/tom-crawford


Economics

Using behavioural economics to design climate-crisis solutions
The Earth system has provided us with a home, food and the necessary resources for the survival of human 
societies for thousands of years. However, since the beginning of the industrial era, relentless push for economic 
growth and technological advancement as well as unprecedented speed of population growth have accelerated the 
stress and strain on our natural resources and the ecosystems, threatening biodiversity and the very existence of our 
civilization. Increasing scarcity of resources has also led to wars, conflicts, and rising polarisation across and within 
societies, and with wealth concentrated in the hands of the very few, millions of people are left behind in poverty. 

There has been an increasing awareness of the urgency to tackle climate crisis in recent years. There have also been 
ample discussions around the need to reduce the spiking greenhouse gas emissions and the resultant rising global 
temperature, but coordination failures amongst both political leaders and the general public coupled with economic 
interests have often led to inaction. How can we - as an individual - improve our interaction with the planet which we 
call “home”? 

This course will first explore what has gone wrong (and is still going wrong) with the current economic system and 
the current practices of economics, the false belief in economic growth, driven by our own behavioural and cognitive 
biases; and what can be done differently? The aim is to get students to think about what they can each contribute to the 
must-needed changes and how we can coordinate better, so that we can live in greater harmony with our planet. 

This course aims to equip students with analytical, critical and interdisciplinary mind to identify and evaluate the 
forces driving social, political, economic and environmental changes. Students will learn to apply theoretical insights 
on various scenarios and find solutions to real-life problems. 

Donna holds PhD and MPhil in Economics from University of Cambridge, MSc in Economic History 
from the London School of Economics and Political Science, and a BA in Economics from 
Chulalongkorn University in Thailand. She has been awarded research grants from the British Academy 
and a joint Post-Doctoral Fellowship from the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) and the 
Medical Research Council (MRC), UK.

Dr. Donna Harris PhD (Cantab)
Former Academics* in Development Economics, University of Oxford;  
Postdoctoral Researcher at CSAE, University of Oxford

*All Academics have research experience at University of Oxford or/ and University of Cambridge. You may view their bio/ work by clicking on their bio

https://www.economics.ox.ac.uk/people/donna-harris-2#/


Psychology

Neurobiology of Memory 

What is memory for? How can we measure it and how does the brain accounts for it? As one of the most fundamental 
cognitive processes, memory makes us who we are. It is indispensable in many domains of our everyday life; without it, 
independent living can become very difficult if not impossible. Loss of memory thus not only means being robbed of 
our past, but it is also associated with one’s inability to perceive the world, navigate the environment and contemplate 
the future. As memories are a reconstruction of our experiences in the environment, not all our memories are true. 
They can contain information that were not present or missing certain information we experienced. It is no surprise 
that complaints about memory failure are among the most common in clinical and hospital settings. Until we develop a 
more precise and comprehensive understanding of how memory works, however, effective rehabilitation for 
memory-impaired patients will be limited. 

This course will look at the fundamental types of memory and the neurobiology of memory, analysing the extent to 
which memory is localised in our brain. We will conduct an empirical assessment of some real-life case studies to 
consider whether our memories are always true. Acknowledging the prevalence of major depressive disorder, the 
course will also examine how memory is affected by this disorder and what we can learn from there. 

This course targets to equip students with the ability to critically engage with scientific readings, summarise and grasp 
key insights and empirical evidence. Students will also have the opportunity to apply their newly acquired knowledge 
in real-life settings through debates and presentations, developing their articulacy and argumentation. 

Dr. Carmen Pinon is a senior lecturer at Oxford and has occupied similar positions at different 
universities in the UK. She has 20 years of experience lecturing and tutoring Neuroscience and 
Physiology for Medics, Biomedics ad Psychology students. She is a Neuroscientist and her areas of 
interest includes the visual system, connectivity and development of the brain, publishing high qualified 
Medical Journals.

Dr. Carmen Pinon PhD
Current Senior Lecturer in Neuroscience and Physiology, University of Oxford 

*All Academics have research experience at University of Oxford or/ and University of Cambridge. You may view their bio/ work by clicking on their bio

https://www.bnc.ox.ac.uk/about-brasenose/academic-staff/486-dr-carmen-pinon


Program Structure

Program Details

Date & Time:

Medicine Series: 
Economics Series:                  
Law Series:                         
Psychology Series:
Mathematics Series:         

Target Student: For students aged 14-18

Fee: HK$7,800 per course (2-6 students per course)

Certification: To be acknowledged, authenticated and granted by Instructor in Charge

Phone:
Website: 
Address:

(+852) 3568 0406
www.arch-education.com
2/F & 4/F Wilson House,
19-27 Wyndham Street, Central, Hong Kong

If you have any enquiries or would like to apply for the program, please fill out the form here. 
We will get back to you as soon as possible.

ENQUIRIES & APPLICATION

Website ArchEducationHK

Aug 3,5,7,10,12    |  6:00pm - 8:00pm HKT     
Aug 4,6,9,11,13    |  3:30pm - 5:30pm HKT 
Aug 3,4,11,17,19  |  8:00pm - 10:00pm HKT   
Aug 3,5,7,10,12    |  6:00pm - 8:00pm HKT  
Aug 2,3,5,6,7        |  8:00pm - 10:00pm HKT      

*All Academics have research experience at University of Oxford or/ and University of Cambridge. You may view their bio/ work by clicking on their bio

No. of Hours Scope of Coverage

Session 1 2 hours

Mass Lecture (maximum 30 students)

Academics* will deliver an insightful lecture on the captioned topic, to inspire 
students to consider the many aspects of academic perspectives related to the 
topic. An assignment will be introduced towards the end of the session and will be 
completed by the end of the program. 

Sessions 2-4 6 hours

Small-Group Tutorials to Address Assignment (maximum 6 students per session)

Academics* will lead students through the exploration of the topic by dissecting the 
analysis into different strands. Supporting materials will be provided and students 
will be encouraged to engage in small-group discussions. 

Session 5 2 hours
Small-Group Tutorials to Evaluate Assignment (maximum 6 students per session)

Finale! Experience an authentic Oxbridge tutorial! Students will share their work 
with Professor for feedback and exchange of ideas! 

https://www.anpasia.com/public/event/RegistrationForm/41415C427449445D4471

